Dear Student,
Re: Sixth Form, September 2021
Recently, you completed a short survey during registration. The purpose of the survey was
for you to list the subjects you would potentially be interested in studying in Year 12.
It is important to note that you are not committing yourself to any subject at this stage. We
ask you to indicate your preferred options so that we can gauge potential class sizes and so
that we can try to form a timetable which accommodates the wishes of students as far as we
possibly can. Once we have collated the responses to the survey, we will be in a stronger
position to confirm whether it is possible to run all courses and to begin to examine option
blocks. Should courses not be viable, we aim to inform you as soon as possible.
A stated in my previous letter, the offer of a place in Year 12 is based on your current progress
and previous academic reports. Your confirmed subject choices will not be finalised until the
end of the Summer Term, pending Teacher Assessed Grades; satisfactory feedback from
discussion with the Sixth Form Team and other relevant staff, including subject teachers and
Curriculum Leaders.
In addition to taking into consideration current progress and previous academic reports,
you will be required to continue to meet the following criteria:
•
•

Evidence of commitment and engagement during remote learning including the
completion of tasks, activities and assessments
Continued engagement in all lessons between now and summer term, including the
completion and submission of all tasks, activities and assessments

As a Sixth Form Team our priorities are simple: not accepting second best for you or from you;
offering the widest possible range of high-quality experiences that are personal to you and
your goals; and early identification of academic and pastoral support. With a clear focus on
hard work, these things are eminently achievable.
St Julie’s Sixth Form is an inclusive Sixth Form, with personalised pathways for all of you which,
when combined with the extra-curricular and super-curricular opportunities available, will
allow you to achieve your individual potential and beyond.
I will write to you again in due course with further updates. In the mean time, have a safe and
restful Easter break.

Mrs Jones
Head of Upper School

